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StanChart provides Investment solution for Priority clients
February 5 2020: Standard Chartered Bank (Nigeria) has launched a sophisticated Wealth
offering that gives clients access to additional liquidity to meet their investment needs within the
Bank.
Tagged ‘Leverage Lending’, it is a variant of the Bank’s Wealth Management lending solution
which allows clients to access funds by borrowing money to invest in approved securities in
addition to their contribution. Clients would potentially benefit from higher returns on the
investment product using this leverage financing method.
Leverage Lending offers clients more liquidity to Invest in Mutual Funds, FGN Bonds, Euro Bonds
and Treasury Bills, solving a need for clients to grow their Investment Portfolio.
Some of the features of the Leverage Lending product include attractive lending rates, repayment
flexibility and potential to achieve higher returns on investment.
Speaking on the offering, Simpa Adaba, Head of Wealth Management said, At Standard
Chartered Bank, our purpose is to drive commerce and prosperity through our unique diversity.
Hence, we are constantly seeking ways to help clients proper and grow their wealth. This product
is one way we can achieve this by providing a platform for clients to attain their investment goals
without being constrained by access to liquidity.
Leverage Lending is currently available to our Priority Banking clients.
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For more information, please contact:

Dayo Aderugbo
Head, Corporate Affairs, Brand and Marketing
Standard Chartered Bank Nigeria Limited
Dayo.Aderugbo@sc.com
+234 802 931 4012

About Standard Chartered
We are a leading international banking group, with a presence in more than 60 of the world’s most
dynamic markets. Our purpose is to drive commerce and prosperity through our unique diversity,
and our heritage and values are expressed in our brand promise, Here for good.
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Standard Chartered PLC is listed on the London and Hong Kong Stock Exchanges as well as the
Bombay and National Stock Exchanges in India.
For more stories and expert opinions please visit Insights at sc.com. Follow Standard Chartered
on Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook.

